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(by using four randomly positioned Tiny Talk data loggers in each house at a height of
60 cm); and atmospheric ammonia (by a Gastec GV-100S pumpset), light at bird height
(ISO-Tech digital light meter) and litter moisture content ([sample weight difference after
drying/sample weight] £ 100) at target density.

Birds
We recorded the source, breed, sex (all-male, all-female or mixed), age of parent flock, date
and time of arrival, position of chicks on delivery lorry, type of vehicle (rigid or
articulated), ventilation (fans, vents) and on-board temperature. The numbers of trays of
chicks per house and chicks per tray were audited.

Leg health
At target density, a single bird chosen at random from each of ten points in each house, was
observed walking for at least ten paces before being scored for gait (Table 1, n ¼ 1,140
birds). Groups of ten birds were subsequently caught at four random points per house;
individuals were inverted (ventral side facing handler), held by the legs with the handler’s
thumbs just below the intertarsal joint and assessed for leg straightness (Table 1,
n ¼ 4,370), weighed and then released.

Corticosteroid measurements
Fresh faecal samples were collected at five random positions in each house, dried at 40 8C
and analysed for corticosterone19,20.

Behaviour
Four battery-operated video cameras radio-linked to a VCR (Tracksys) were placed in each
house at a height of 155 cm. Eight 10-min sequential records of each camera view were
made between 10:00 and 12:00 at target density. One randomly chosen focal bird from
each 10-min section of video was analysed for 5 min for frequency and duration of stand,
lie, feed, drink, preen, rest (eyes closed) and lie stretched out; frequency of walk (including
number of strides) and peck litter, peck other bird, scratch litter, scratch head, stretch
head, wing or leg, shake body, shake head, dust bathe, wing flap, aggressive interactions
and perch; changes of posture (up or down); jostling or being jostled by other birds; and
being disturbed or walked on by other birds (n ¼ 741 from 107 houses).

Production
We recorded mortality (numbers of birds found dead plus numbers of birds culled because
of illness or leg problems), feed conversion ratio, water intake, date, numbers and weights
of birds removed from the house (thinned or cleared) and number of birds rejected at the
processing plant. Growth rate was calculated as: individual weight(average chick weight)/
number of days.

Statistical analysis
The independent statistical unit was house. Where many measurements were made per
house, a single mean-per-house value was used in the analysis. Variables were first analysed
for effects of target stocking density, actual stocking density and company by analysis of
variance. Where actual density effects were significant, they were further analysed by
regression analysis (fitted line model) and post-hoc Tukey comparison.
Univariate linear correlations were examined between outcome variables and
predictors treated as continuous variables. Multivariate linear models were constructed
using a stepwise model selection procedure (starting from a model with no predictors)
with possible predictors, including those continuous predictors with substantial linear
correlations (,20.2 or .0.2) and categorical predictors. We discuss only effects where
P , 0.01.
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Dengue fever is a mosquito-borne virus that infects 50–100
million people each year1. Of these infections, 200,000–500,000
occur as the severe, life-threatening form of the disease, dengue
haemorrhagic fever (DHF)2. Large, unanticipated epidemics of
DHF often overwhelm health systems3. An understanding of
the spatial–temporal pattern of DHF incidence would aid the
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allocation of resources to combat these epidemics. Here we
examine the spatial–temporal dynamics of DHF incidence in
a data set describing 850,000 infections occurring in 72
provinces of Thailand during the period 1983 to 1997. We
use the method of empirical mode decomposition4 to show the
existence of a spatial–temporal travelling wave in the incidence
of DHF. We observe this wave in a three-year periodic
component of variance, which is thought to reflect host–
pathogen population dynamics5,6. The wave emanates from
Bangkok, the largest city in Thailand, moving radially at a
speed of 148 km per month. This finding provides an important starting point for detecting and characterizing the key
processes that contribute to the spatial–temporal dynamics of
DHF in Thailand.
The incidence of DHF in Thailand varies widely from year to year,
showing as much as a tenfold difference between years. Dengue is a
leading cause of hospitalization and death among children in
Thailand, where all four serotypes of the virus circulate7. Few
tools exist to control dengue virus infection and transmission.
Control efforts focus on controlling the mosquito vector of the
disease, Aedes aegypti, and on effective management of cases of
infections1. Reliable prediction of the location and times of high
incidence would allow public health systems to allocate their limited
resources more effectively.
It is difficult to predict the pattern of DHF over time and
geography (that is, the spatial–temporal pattern) owing to the
presence of nonstationarity and nonlinearity in incidence data.
Several factors are thought to influence the pattern of DHF,
including environmental and climate factors8,9, predator–prey
dynamics between the pathogen and the host population5,6 and
viral factors10,11. Incidence patterns reflect the complex interaction

Figure 1 Example of the EMD sifting process. a, Time series of the monthly DHF incidence
in Bangkok, 1983–1997; see Methods. b, Time series of the highest frequency IMF.
c, Time series of the seasonal IMF. d, Time series of the 3-yr periodic IMF. The last three
IMFs are not shown; these modes are very slow changing modes representing trends of
over 10 yr.
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of all of these factors. As a result, incidence data show strong
seasonality, multiyear oscillations and changes in period over
time. In the present analysis, we use empirical mode decomposition
(EMD) to isolate a 3-yr periodic mode of variance. The travelling
wave revealed in this periodic mode is obscured in the raw incidence
data by the presence of many periodic and roughly periodic
components.
An array of spatial–temporal patterns have been observed12–14 and
are predicted by theory15,16 for host–pathogen and predator–prey
ecological systems. A repeating, spatial–temporal wave has not been
observed, however, in a vector-borne disease of humans. Characterization of the particular spatial–temporal pattern of an ecological
system can be used to identify the mechanisms most important in
the dynamics of these systems17. One feature of disease systems that
has been shown to produce waves in incidence is spatial heterogeneity in the host population12. Spatial temporal travelling waves in
measles incidence have been attributed to the reintroduction of
measles to small communities through infective sparks from larger
communities12. The size of Bangkok’s population and its large role
in the commerce of the country suggest that, if spatial heterogeneity
in the host population is important to DHF dynamics, Bangkok
may have a central role.
The method of EMD is analogous to other methods available for
processing nonstationary data, such as wavelet analysis and singular
spectrum analysis (SST). Unlike wavelet analysis, however, it does
not assume a basis a priori. Unlike both wavelet analysis and SST,
EMD is appropriate for data describing nonlinear phenomena4.
EMD uses an adaptive basis that is derived from each data set to
decompose the variance of that set into a finite number of intrinsic
mode functions (IMFs)4. These IMFs represent oscillations around
a mean at a characteristic timescale of the data—the spacing between
extrema. The IMFs are not restricted to a particular frequency or
band of frequency, but can experience both amplitude and frequency modulation. An example of the EMD sifting process is
shown in Fig. 1. Features suggesting nonlinearity, such as front–
back asymmetry in the waveforms, can be seen in the IMFs
presented. The decomposition is local, complete and, for practical
purposes (but not theoretically), orthogonal4.
Figure 2 shows the monthly incidence of DHF for each Thai
province. Brief inspection suggests that there is temporal synchrony
across the country, with peaks in incidence occurring roughly at the
same time across all provinces. Figure 3 shows the IMFs of roughly

Figure 2 Monthly DHF incidence in each of the 72 provinces of Thailand. Data have been
log-transformed and normalized to zero mean and unit variance. Data are presented for
provinces from the most southerly to the most northerly from bottom to top. There are
12,096 individual data points.
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Figure 3 The 3-yr periodic mode for each of the 72 provinces of Thailand. Data are
presented for provinces from the most southerly to the most northerly from bottom to
top.

Figure 4 Spatial synchrony of DHF incidence (blue) and the 3-yr periodic mode of variance
(red) across 72 provinces of Thailand with 95% C.I. envelopes (see Methods). Horizontal
lines indicate the global synchrony for each series.

3-yr periodicity for all provinces. EMD analysis of each incidence
time series yields, at most, six IMFs. The two most energetic IMFs
across all provinces are the IMF associated with seasonal variance
and the 3-yr periodic IMF. The 3-yr periodic modes account for
44% (95% confidence interval (C.I.) 39–48%) of the interannual
variability in dengue incidence.
The nonparametric covariance function18 was used to characterize the spatial synchrony of incidence fluctuations. Spatial synchrony provides a measure of the spatial dependence of temporal
correlation among incidence series. Spatial synchrony of the 3-yr
mode differs markedly from the synchrony of the raw data. The
spatial extent, the distance for which local synchrony is statistically
significantly different from the average synchrony across all data,
and the global synchrony of these two sets differ greatly (Fig. 4). The
spatial extent of synchrony in the raw DHF incidence is about
180 km, whereas the extent of synchrony of the 3-yr mode is about
420 km.
Spatial synchrony reflects both the timing and relative amplitude
of incidence across provinces. By contrast, phase coherence
measures only the relative timing of peaks and troughs in incidence12. Phase coherence of the 3-yr mode (see Supplementary
Information), although showing a similar spatial extent, is significantly less than spatial synchrony. This suggests that the timing of
peaks and troughs is synchronous during large amplitude changes
in incidence, but less synchronous during periods of low incidence.
The first half of the data, a period of high energy in the 3-yr mode,
has both higher spatial synchrony and coherence than the second
half.
To examine the role of Bangkok in this wave, cross-correlation
functions (CCFs) between the 3-yr mode of incidence in Bangkok
and all other provinces were calculated. Figure 5 shows a marked
pattern in these functions. The lag at which each of these CCFs are at
their maximum absolute value is found to be a function of the
distance from Bangkok (P , 1028; see Supplementary Information). Out of 71 provinces, 68 are either synchronous or lag
behind Bangkok. These results describe a repeating, spatial–
temporal travelling wave, emanating from Bangkok at a speed of
148 km per month (95% C.I., 114–209 km month21).
This travelling wave is surprising in its spatial extent. The
spatial extent of synchrony of this mode (420 km) and the large
number of provinces that are either synchronous or lag behind
Bangkok suggest that almost all of the country is affected by this
wave. But several border regions do not correlate well with
Bangkok. Future research will investigate these border provinces

and whether other urban areas in Southeast Asia influence the
incidence patterns in these provinces.
To test the robustness of the central role of Bangkok in the
dynamics of DHF in Thailand, we repeated the analysis presented
here for all 72 provinces. Bangkok has the largest number of
provinces lagging behind its incidence pattern (65/71). Three
other provinces tie with Bangkok in having the same number of
provincial incidence patterns that are either synchronous or lagging
behind their own incidence patterns. In a direct comparison
with Bangkok, all three of these provinces lag behind Bangkok’s
incidence pattern.
The mechanisms underlying this wave are not understood at
present. Several classes of mechanism have been implicated in
inducing spatial synchrony in other systems, including dispersal12,19, activator–inhibitor dynamics20 and wide-scale correlation
of environmental factors21. For the system studied here, DHF in
Thailand, we speculate that immune interactions between the
four serotypes may give rise to complex local dynamics in
Bangkok5; it has been reported that all four serotypes are
continuously present but vary in proportion from season to
season22. Similar to the observations for measles in the United
Kingdom12, we speculate that smaller communities elsewhere in
Thailand may experience periods of no incidence of particular
serotypes during some periods (‘stochastic fade-out’), and that
these serotypes are reintroduced by the migration of viruses from
Bangkok. A preliminary analysis has found that the number of
months of zero incidence that each province experiences is
associated with population size and distance from Bangkok. A
previous study detected no role for weather or climate in longer
term variances in DHF incidence in Bangkok6; thus, it is unlikely
that changes in weather contribute to the country-wide travelling
wave.
The development of spatial transmission models of DHF to
explore the role of these mechanisms for dengue is an area for
future research. Although only narrowing the field of theoretical
models17, the spatial–temporal pattern described here provides a
much needed crucial test for models of the spatial transmission of
dengue. The 3-yr periodic mode seems to modulate both in
frequency and in amplitude. It is possible that this modulation
has subtle influences on the wave signatures that we have not
captured in this analysis.
This 3-yr periodic mode may prove important to predicting
periods of high incidence of disease. The low periodicity of this
mode facilitates prediction on annual timescales, which will be
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Toolbox for Matlab (Princeton Satellite and NASA, 2001) was used for the EMD
analysis.

Spatial synchrony, phase coherence and CCFs
Algorithms in the NCF library for R/S-plus (available at http://asi23.ent.psu.edu/) were
used to estimate the spatial correlation functions and phase coherence functions. A
detailed discussion of these techniques is given in refs 12, 18. Spatial synchrony of two
DHF incidence time series was quantified as the Pearson correlation coefficient of those
series17. Spatial correlation functions were estimated by the nonparametric spline
covariance function18. A cubic B-spline of nine equivalent degrees of freedom was used in
this estimation (the square root of the number of provinces was used as a guide18. We
calculated C.I.s using 500 bootstrap iterations.
The phase coherence of two DHF incidence time series was calculated as the
Pearson correlation coefficient of phase angles of each series12. Again, the
nonparametric spline covariance function was used to estimate the phase coherency
function12. We calculated CCFs using Pearson correlation coefficients. The lag at which
each CCF was at its maximum absolute value (for lags between 212 and 12) was identified
for each province.
Received 18 August; accepted 20 November 2003; doi:10.1038/nature02225.

Figure 5 Cross-correlation coefficients between the 3-yr oscillatory mode of DHF
incidence in Bangkok and the same mode of DHF incidence in the 71 other provinces of
Thailand. Pearson correlation coefficients are depicted as colours for each monthly
pairing, with red indicating strong positive correlation, and blue indicating strong
negative correlation (see colour bar on right). CCFs are ordered by rank of distance from
Bangkok.

useful in health system preparations. In addition, surveillance in
Bangkok may prove useful for preparations in the surrounding
regions, as epidemics are heralded by as much as ten months in
some areas. Urban centres have been thought to be important in the
genesis of dengue epidemics elsewhere in Asia23. Our results suggest
that high priority should be placed on surveillance systems in urban
areas of Southeast Asia.
In this analysis, time series decomposition revealed a phenomenon that was not apparent in the raw incidence data or in other
modes of variance in the incidence data. Although the isolation of
particular modes of variance is a simplification of complex and
dynamically interacting disease processes, these techniques can aid
the formation of hypotheses and larger models. To our knowledge,
this is the first application of EMD to the analysis of epidemiological
data. We consider that the ability of the EMD to decompose
nonstationary and nonlinear data makes it the most appropriate
technique for this analysis.
A

Methods
Data
Numbers of DHF cases have been collected by the Ministry of Health of Thailand since
1972. Cases are diagnosed on the basis of criteria of the World Health Organization
(WHO). Serological confirmation is conducted where feasible, but logistically is
impossible to do on every case report. Here we consider only the data that were available to
us, that is, the monthly incidence of DHF in each of the 72 provinces of Thailand from
1983 to 1997. These data are available on the Johns Hopkins Center for Immunization
Research website (http://www.jhsph.edu/cir/dengue.html). We are currently working to
obtain incidence data from 1997 to the present.

EMD
The method of EMD decomposes a time series into IMFs by means of a sifting process4.
The sifting process begins with the identification of local minima and maxima of a raw
time series, X(t). Two cubic splines are fit: one connecting the local maxima and one
connecting the local minima. The time series of means of these two splines, m 1(t), is
calculated. The difference between the raw time series and the mean series, X(t) 2 m 1(t),
is designated h 1(t). The series h 1(t) is the first IMF of the data if it satisfies two admission
criteria: the number of extrema and zero-crossings must not differ by more than 1, and the
mean series between cubic splines connecting the extrema of h 1(t) must be 0 at all times. If
h 1(t) does not satisfy these criteria, the algorithm is repeated using h 1(t) as the raw series.
The first IMF is subtracted from the raw data series, and the algorithm is repeated on this
difference to identify subsequent IMFs of the data.
Log-transformations of incidence time series from each province normalized to have
zero mean and unit standard deviation were decomposed24. IMFs with an approximate
period (measured by Fourier analysis) of 3–4 yr (the third IMF component for all but
one province) were used in subsequent analyses. The Hilbert–Huang Transformation
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